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If you, like me, like the quaintness of the expression of “putting the garden to bed,” then I 
am sure that you also like the notion of a comfortable “sleeping” period for the garden.  And 
while the garden is never truly asleep, most growing things are dormant and resting.  The 
reason I think I like the thought of my garden in bed asleep probably derives from my 
satisfaction at having all things put in their proper places before the onslaught of a severe 
winter, whether or not this will be the reality.  I confess that I like to put way the outdoor 
furniture, clean the flower beds, wash the windows one last time, remove all garden ornaments 
and prepare for a hunkering-down mentality.  (Chalk this up to my need for order and neatness 
(and also, probably, one could argue, control.) 

 

As we get closer to our first frost, there are many chores to be done in and around the 
garden.  Here is my list: (I am sure there are other things to be done or just neglected, as 
the gardener sees fit.) 

Water the lawn and shrubbery well before the first real cold, unless we have had a wet fall.  
(Proper hydration for your plants will help them avoid wind and cold dessication.)  Even 
consider spraying an anti-dessicant on sensitive plants.  Read directions as the temperature is 
important for this. 

 

Drain everything with water, including bird baths, hoses, pots and ponds, unless there is a 
heater or continuous flow of water.  Store all porous, breakable ceramic pots and planters 
indoors or upside down so water cannot collect.  Clay pots may still freeze, so they are best 
stored indoors.  Remove hoses from the house spigot as this prevents freezing at the water 
line.  Bring hoses into a garage to reduce wear from cold exposure.   

 

Turn off automatic irrigation systems before frost and drain line with a compressor.  Simply 
turning off the water is not enough as the water in the system will freeze and possibly rupture 
the line.  Disconnect the drainpipe that feeds the rain barrel and drain barrel.  Leave spigot 
open. 

 

Pull up all annuals after frost and compost unless there is evidence of disease or mildew.  If 
so, bag and dispose of in the garbage. 

 

Lift all tender bulbs, corms, and tubers for winter storage.  (I store my caladiums, alocasias, 
colocasias (elephant ears), bananas and cannas in peat moss after thoroughly drying them.  I 
pull them up after a light frost and clean the foliage off and allow to dry before storage in 
my heated garage.) 

 



Secure and cover outdoor furniture, or better yet move it into the garage or basement.  Remove 
cushions, wash and store. 

 

Consider rejuvenating the lawn—fall is the best time to sow seed as long as the seed you 
select will germinate before frost.  (Kentucky bluegrass is one popular seed that requires 30 
days for germination.)  Keep seed moist until germination.  (Remember this before you turn off 
your sprinkler system.) 

 

Order spring bulbs (and try to remember where you planted them last year!)  Plant as soon as 
bulbs arrive as bulbs ordered for the Northeast have not been precooled and require at least 
eight weeks of cold underground for proper bulb development. 

 

Clean and store garden tools.  A wiping of cooking oil can prevent rust if tools are stored in a 
damp area.  Drain all power tools of oil and gas.  Have blades sharpened.  Tune up the snow 
blower and make sure it works before you need it.  Locate the snow shovels and put one in 
the trunk of the car.  Buy some kitty litter or sand for slippery surfaces.  (These make a mess 
but are better for the landscape and cement than the snow melt.) 

 

Rake and compost leaves.  Consider leaving some in flower beds around shrubs as winter 
insulation.  Wrap arborvitae to prevent splitting with heavy snow coating and tie other 
evergreens that may also split under the weight of snow. 

 

Mulch perennial beds after hard frost to maintain even temperatures and prevent heaving out of 
the ground if there is a warm period. 

 

Buy birdseed and begin feeding the birds.  Try to have a water source for them as well.  (I 
leave the pump on my stream running so there is always fresh water.) 

 

Put your holiday lights on the shrubs now when the weather is still pleasant, and the shrubs 
are not brittle.  (You’ll feel so smug when you see your neighbors out there in the freezing 
cold.) 

 

Trim the evergreens as needed to have greenery for indoors for the holidays. 

 

Sit back, sigh, enjoy your hot cocoa, and begin your own hibernation after so much work! 

 

 

 

 


